Guidelines for
Opening

a Refettorio

Food for Soul is a non-profit organisation founded by chef Massimo Bottura and Lara
Gilmore. Our vision is a world where communities are empowered to fight food waste
through social inclusion. We work with local operational partners to accomplish this by
opening community kitchens called refettorios and social tables, where food surplus is
intercepted, transformed by chefs, and served by volunteers to people in various situations
of vulnerability. We are not a charity project; but a cultural one. We take an alternative
approach to building community spaces based on three core principles:

Quality of Ideas Quality is a value that is at heart of each of our projects. We involve
professionals from different fields who share their creativity, skills and expertise to make our
projects impactful and inspiring. Meals are made from surplus ingredients that would
otherwise go to waste. Markets, supermarkets, producers and suppliers donate perfectly
edible, quality food that is transformed into nutritious three-course menus.
Power of Beauty Beauty is an universal language, whose power can inspire and enact
change. By infusing our projects with art and design, we aim to create an environment
where not only our guests, but the whole community can feel valued and welcome.
Nourishment is for the body as well as for the soul.
Value of Hospitality Sharing a meal while sitting around the same table is a gesture of
inclusion. Our guests come from situations of marginalization, social vulnerability and food
insecurity. We welcome them in hospitable and inspiring environments and invite them to
our tables to enjoy hearty and delicious meals, served by a team of volunteers.
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What We Do
Partnership is Key We offer an alternative approach to building community projects by
engaging professionals from different fields. We believes that only through partnerships
with other like-minded organizations and individuals, can we make our projects both
impactful and sustainable. We wish to pursue holistic partnerships with public, private
and non-profit organizations to create and sustain Refettorios around the world.

Shared Strength We believe in the power of using food as a vehicle for community
development and outreach. We work with recovered food and abandoned or
underutilized spaces and by demonstrating that this type of intervention is possible.
To run this unique intervention, our role is to partner with stakeholders who know their
communities and want to bring a refettorio there and to inspire, mobilize, and connect
actors to make the refettorios a reality.
We are consistently overwhelmed by the support we receive from a wide array of
stakeholders and supporters, and as an organization that mobilizes, we believe that
everyone can play a part. Whether you are an individual, a chef, an artist, designer, or an
organization, there are plenty of ways you can contribute to bringing a refettorio to your
community.
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We believe in putting diverse actors together to create dynamic spaces that reflect the
creativity and vision of the community. Some of the key stakeholders we look for before a
project is launched are listed below. While this is our general approach, as a dynamic and
flexible organization, we are always open to receiving new opportunities and ideas for
future projects.
Operational Partner Key to the success of the refettorio is the operational partner, who
manages it in the long term. We look for operational partners who have a strong
understanding of their community and how a refettorio can best be leveraged to respond to
its needs, challenges, and opportunities. If you are a nonprofit organisation, a social
enterprise, an association, or a foundation, you could be our next operational partner.
Mobilizer If you are an individual who would like to back a refettorio
project financially or through connecting us to the right stakeholders in
your local community, you can work with us to mobilize a refettorio
project. In this case we approach operational partnership by: either
engaging a scout to find the right operational partner, or by working
together to create a new association from scratch.
Scout Scouts support us by providing us with the missing pieces of the
puzzle in a new location- whether an operational partner or information
that will help us keep the refettorio relevant and appropriate to
community goals. The role of the scouts is based on research,
opportunity, and intuition. While Food for Soul is not always accepting
scouts, we are always open to receiving applications for the future.
Financial Sponsor Behind every refettorio project is the support of financial partners. We
seek holistic partnerships with nonprofits, grass-roots organization, corporations,
government, and foundations. If you would like to support your local community by
contributing financially towards the opening of a refettorio, we are grateful for your support.
Technical Partner Throughout a project’s lifecycle, from design to launch and beyond, we
gladly welcome the donation of in-kind products that make the refettorio space and service
exceptional for guests, volunteers, and the community at large. If you are a company with
products to donate, please contact us to become a technical partner.
Artist, Architect, Designer, or other Professional We engage diverse professionals whose
creativity and ideas demonstrate the value in the abandoned. If you are a chef, an artist,
architect, designer, or another professional that can contribute to making the refettorio a
place of inspiration, we would love to have your support throughout the project’s lifecycle.
Volunteer Volunteers support refettorios in a number of ways, from serving at the table to
helping chefs in the kitchen. If you are an individual passionate about connecting to your
local community and empowering communities to embrace inclusivity, we welcome you.
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To Open a Refettorio
Operational Partner Refettorios are made possible through many kinds of partnerships,
but the most crucial for opening is the Operational Partner, with whom we design each
Refettorio project, and who takes over the management of the Refettorio in the longterm. This document will most of all, inform you on what we consider the right
operational partner for the next Refettorio.
What we look for in an Operational Partner There is not a one-size-fits all model for an
operational partner. Our intention is to work synergistically with organizations and individuals
who share our values and present the right opportunities for a sustainable and impactful
refettorio. Rather than duplicating or replacing an existing service, we feel that the strength in
partnership lies in integrating the Refettorio service with additional services that the
operational partner provides; thereby connecting the guests with other valuable service as
well. Therefore, a crucial part of partnership is the understanding of how the Refettorio and
working with Food for Soul will enrich the organization and its impact.

We are looking for partners
who are great at what they do
and who are always looking
for ways to improve by
involving the creativity and
expertise of community
members

Power of
Beauty

We feel that everyone is
deserving of beauty. We are
looking for partners who see
the value of beauty and its
value to their services.

Quality of
Ideas

Value of
Hospitality

The way we serve meals is a
gesture of inclusion. We are
looking for partners who value
hospitality and welcome the
vulnerable as guests

We approach partnership discussions as discovery. First and foremost, we want to learn
more about you , what impact looks like to you, and what social inclusion means to
you. From these early conversations with potential partners, we strive to build healthy
partnerships with strong mutual respect and goals for a lasting community project.
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Partnership with Food for Soul
The Partnership Lifecycle The diagram below details our partnership life-cycle,
what you can expect in a partnership with Food for Soul. We encourage continuous
feedback and engagement with stakeholders including guests, volunteers, and
community members throughout all phases.

Phase 0:
Scoping
Operational
Partner

Phase IV:
Sustainable
Management
&
Learning Network

Phase II:
Project
Design

Phase II:
The
Launch

Phase I:
Entering
a Formal
Agreement

Phase O: Scoping of an Operational Partner Whether conducted by a Food for Soul
staff member, a volunteer, or a contracted scout, this phase is critical to our
understanding of the community landscape and the viability of each partnership. In
this phase, we aim to understand more about the city or neighborhood being
scouted, the culture, food culture, and reasons why the refettorio intervention is
important. In this phase it is a clear objective of ours to speak to various community
members, leaders, and guests in order to gain a clear picture.

Phase I: Entering into a formal Agreement Once a partnership has been agreed
upon, we work with the Operational Partner work to build a partnership before
project design. In this phase it is key to clarify roles and objectives, shared goals,
and a desired time-line through the writing of a Memorandum of Understanding.
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Phase II: Project Design: In this phase, we work with the partner organization work to
design a Refettorio that reflects the community, its needs and desires, and
capitalized on potentials to make the project innovative and impactful. During this
phase, we work closely with the Operational Partner to design the project through
several interventions listed below. We support directly with: project design, support
finding the right location, support with hiring and training of staff, website and brand
design, communications strategy, press release, etc., searching for financial partners,
and connecting to suppliers, artists, and designers.

The Refettorio Staff For a Refettorio to be successful, our Operational Partner must be
prepared to invest in the necessary human resources to allow the program to thrive.
The structure of staff members will vary depending on the Operational Partner
organization, but it is necessary to have capacity in the following areas:
Project Management

Communications

Fundraising

Chefs (one main, one second)

Volunteer coordination

Driver for food transportation

Social assistance for guests

It should be kept in mind that the staff will be assisted by a team of volunteers who
serve at the tables, help in the kitchen and generally ensure that the Refettorio runs
smoothly. Through our communications, we assist in receiving many volunteer
requests, but it will be part of your role to coordinate them, manage their
responsibilities and needs. Volunteering at the Refettorio is an extremely enriching
opportunity that gives people the chance to connect with their local community and
to engage in the fight against food waste and social isolation.
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The Location needs to be easily accessible and big enough (at least 300 sqm) to host a
kitchen and a dining area. You don’t need to already own or manage a space, this can be
found when we decide to move forward with the project. Whenever possible, the
location is donated to the Refettorio, in the case of a lease, it is preferred for the lease
term to be a minimum of ten years.

Community Engagement Each project is different because it is shaped to the needs of the
community where it’s been developed. We adapt according to those needs, to what the
community has to offer and to what opportunities arise, so that each Refettorio becomes a
space for the whole community to enjoy and benefit from. The aim is to develop a space
where, not only the guests, but also the local community can participate and feel
empowered. This is why the more the Operational Partner connects with the local
community, the more impactful a refettorio can be. An important part of project design is
community engagement throughout project development, to the launch, and after. It is
highly encouraged that Operational Partners hold appropriate community engagement
sessions in this phase supported by our team at Food for Soul.
The Guests Are people in need, marginalized, or with various vulnerabilities, who are
invited to the refettorio service and connected activities. The Operational Partner needs to
be able to run an operative system to organize and welcome the refettorio's guests. This
can be done directly by the Operational Partner or through the collaboration with a
different organisation or structure (e.g. a shelter).
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Suppliers Refettorios run successfully thanks to the contribution of different suppliers
which are able to offer:
Food Surplus These suppliers are usually local producers, markets and
supermarkets - we expect you to need at least 50 Kg of food surplus a day.
An estimated breakdown from Refettorio Paris includes: 20 Kg of veggies, 10
Kg of fruit, 15 Kg of meat, and 5 Kg of sugar for approximately one hundred
people. Before looking for suppliers, please check the legality surrounding
working with food waste and donations of food surplus in your country.
Transportation The logistics around the transportation of food surplus and its
delivery to the Refettorio can be handled by the Operational Partner through
a hired or volunteer driver, or in collaboration with an external supplier.
Equipment and Technical Tools These can be donated by companies, firms
and shops. Food for Soul can help you identify what equipment is needed.

Renovation Our projects with our operational partnesr' aim to bring dignity back to the
table by creating a welcoming and inclusive environment infused with art, design and
beauty. For this reason, we involve artists, designers and architects in the renovation of
the space. The dining tables, for instance, are designed to welcome, unite and create a
family environment. Art both decorates the space and incites the entire community to be
inspired and curious.
Financing the Refettorio While each project is different and has its own needs and costs
associated, preparing an accurate budget of all possible expenses is one of the most
crucial steps of opening a Refettorio. The budget should include: renovation cost, the
launch cost, and the cost of the first year of operation. It’s important that the Operational
Partner is aware that the project should be developed to be sustainable and to last longterm. A budget proposal should also include a list of financial partners who are willing to
support the project financially and to invest in its success. These can be brands,
corporations, companies and foundations.
Sustainability Plan Each of our projects are developed and managed to last long-term. We
work with Operational Partners to develop a model that can be sustainable. This requires
that our Operational Partners think and plan for a timeframe that looks beyond Food for
Soul’s presence; this way they become empowered to articulate and address both present
and future challenges.
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Phase III: Launching the Refettorio: We call the refettorio’s opening, the Launch Phase.
During this phase there is an intense and exciting energy from the refettorio staff, new
volunteers, guests, and the professionals we bring into the space to contribute. We invite
guest chefs (local, national, and international) to cook at the refettorio with the local
team both to promote visibility and to leave lasting skills behind to the permanent staff.
A Food for Soul team member is present with the organization and working to build the
capacity of the staff in managing this new service and manage the chef interventions.
During this phase, the larger Food for Soul team supports visibility through
communication and its founder, Massimo Bottura, and through building a database of
contacts received during and after the opening from individuals, companies,
organizations, and others who offer to support the project in concrete ways.

Phase IV: Sustainable Management of the Refettorio &
Active membership in the Learning Network After the launch, our Operational Partner
continues to manage the Refettorio service as one of their programs. The relationship
with us continues, as does the relationship with our other Refettorio partners. This
engagement is continued through the Learning Network, which was created with the
intention to create dialogue, exchange information, and empower projects. Besides an
active online platform, the learning network convenes once a year in person with our
team as part of a commitment to continued learning and growth.
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Would you like to send us a proposal?
Currently, Food for Soul opens up to three refettorios per year. We are a small team
based in Modena, Italy and it is very important for us to dedicate sufficient time to each
project, while not compromising the support dedicated to our existing partners. We are
currently working on developing the tools to enable us to open refettorios faster and
more efficiently, but for now we kindly request your patience as you apply.
Timeline We conduct reviews of new project proposals twice per year for the following
two years at the end of September, and again at the end of February.
(Ie. If you are sending a proposal in September 2018, it is being reviewed as a project
for the year 2020). Once we have reviewed your proposal, it is likely that we will request
further information or a meeting to learn more about the project.
Suggestions for Proposals We suggest that you make your proposal as visual as
possible, in either a PDF or Power point format. For an example proposal, please find
the file attached to this PDF or find it at the end of this document. In your presentation
please include:
An introduction to the city and neighborhood, the culture, food culture, and why this
intervention is important.
An introduction to the organization, who they are, the geographical scope and size,
their mission, programs, what impact looks like, leadership, what makes the
organization unique and relevant, and how the refettorio partnership would enrich the
organization and connected programs
Vision for the refettorio that can include staff, structure, and any ideas around the
meal service or connected programs.
The refettorio location or potential locations
Any additional interested partners or collaborators to the project whether financial,
technical, etc.
Accompanying Questions In addition to your presentation, we have some
accompanying questions that are important for us to get a better sense of the
operational partner organization. Please find this form attached to this PDF, or find
it at the end of this document.

Any Questions?
To send your proposal, or if you have any additional questions, please contact our
expansion officer at ccaporossi@foodforsoul.it
To learn more about our current projects, please visit our website at:
www.foodforsoul.it Or follow us on social media:
Twitter: foodforsoul_it
Facebook: @foodforsoul.it
Instagram: @foodforsoul_it
YouTube: Food for Soul INFO
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Title of Presentation...
Organization name
Location
Contact person

Welcome to this Food for Soul PowerPoint Template, which can be
used to send us a project proposal. These blue instruction boxes
will make it easier to understand how to customize your
presentation. Delete the blue box on each slide once each
instruction is understood. Remember, slide titles and text should
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be in Avenir font.

Community snapshot

In this slide, please give an introduction of your city and
neighborhood, the culture, food culture, and why this
intervention is important. Add more slides if you need
more space. Feel free to add pictures too.
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Potential Operational Partner
1.

An introduction to the organization

Please give details about the organisation and
what they do. The more specific you can be, the
better it is. Remember to include links to their
website and social media.
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2. Geographical scope and size

In this slide, please explain where the
organisation operates and their size. Feel
free to add more slides as well as pictures
to the presentation. If you add quotes,
please remember that they should always
be in italics.
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3. Their mission, programs, and impact
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4. Leadership

Please explain the structure of the
organisation, who’s on the team, their roles,
and give an idea of the
organisation’s capacity.
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5. What makes the organization unique and relevant?
How would the Refettorio partnership enrich the organization and connected programs?
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Location

In this slide, please talk about the Refettorio
location or potential locations. If you have
different options, please indicate your
favourite and explain why.
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Vision

Here you can share your vision for the
Refettorio. Include staff, structure, and any
ideas around the meal service or connected
programs.
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Other partners

Please give details about any additional
interested partners or collaborators to the
project whether financial, technical, etc.
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Useful resources
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Thank you!
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The following questions are designed to help FFS gain a good sense of the organization and whether there would be a
strong partnership between FFS and the organization for a refettorio. These questions are designed to answer and
submit together with the PowerPoint proposal.
Introduction:
1. What is your organization’s vision and what are your future plans?
Community Connection:
2. How do you feel that your services respond to the community needs?
3. How are you able to respond to emerging priorities and challenges from the community/communities you serve?
4. Where do you think there is additional need within the community?
Organizational Strengths
5. What are the values that your organization provides?
6. What do you feel that you are very good at?
7. What are the areas that you wish and plan to improve in the near future?
8. What areas are fundamental and will not change about your work?
Organizational Sustainability
9. How is your organization funded and how far into the future are you able to plan?
10. What does your governance structure look like?
11. Describe your fundraising capacity?
Organizational alignment
12. How do you think the Refettorio model could add value to your organization?
13. What are the potential opportunities/challenges/limitations to implementing the Refettorio model?

Organizational capacity
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14. To implement a Refettorio, what would be required? Would this be possible in light of: Current staffing? Services?
Space?
15. Is there a space suggested for the refettorio? If so, describe the space. How large? Is it owned by the partner or
leased?
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